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Tropical Timber Market Informat'on

Towards Greater Transparency in the Tropical Timber Markets

The collapse in the log market which began with low grade
mixed species has now spread to include all species and
groups. Prices for pometia and calophyllum, the most
plentiful and valuable commercial species of the country,
have fallen from Us$158.00 per Cu. in to below 130.00.
Low grade and mixed species are now quoted at Us $70.00,
but no buyers are interested.

International Log Prices

Malaysi@

The Sabah government has signed agreements with 10
private companies which will undertake sustainable forest
management of one million haofforest reserves in the state.
Applications from several other companies for forest
management unit (FMU) licenses are being processed as
the government had identified 27 blocks, covering 100,000
ha each, for commercial forest reserves.
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Several producers have export grade stock but no offers for
shipment in October. Several int^jor logging companies are
suspending felling. The Solomon Islands Government's
reliance on export receipts and taxation from log sales will
be severely strained in coming months. Export prices and
demand for hardwood round logs have fallen dramatically
in the past month, Solomon Islands and PNG log exporters
are facing the worst market conditions in decades, In PNG
12 in a, jor logging concessions have already closed down
their operations.
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Cameroo" Log l'b. ices

Five years after it was created, the Ministry of Environment
and Forest has made significant efforts in ensuring the
management of the country's forest reserves as well as
protecting the environment. Ifsignificant pro^ess has been
made, it is because relbmis have been undertaken to make
the sector more profitable to the nation.

Refonns laid down by the Ministry centered on five major Domestic Log Prices
principles:
-getting local economic operators involved in the sector; Report From Br"zil
-mapping out the forest zones;
-placing more nationals in the sector;
-securing the forests by giving out long lease to economic
operators;
-overseeing the rational use of other forest resources.

annual revenue from the forestry sector increased from CFA
7,000 million in 1992 to an estimated CFA 26,000 million
in 1997. Within the national economy, the forestry sector
registered an enviable growth of around 5 percent of the
GNP in I 992 this increased to 6.7 percent in 1997.
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The new export tax rates are 113.75 French franc or
approximately Us $19 per Cu. in for Frake, up 75.5 percent
or Us $8.40. Others are up Us $5.60 for Ayous for wide Grin""
lumber and up Us $9.85 for Azobe for exterior grade lumber
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Domestic prices have not dropped but fulling demand in
the construction sector is expected to impact on prices.
There are many rumours that the log export ban is to be
reviewed. Several companies are lobbying to have the ban
lifted selectively to allow someexports of secondary species
in log fbnn.
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Prices for Teak logs are reported to have dropped by some
10 % recently. First quality logs, with a diameter ranging
from 30-39 cm are reported to have dropped from about
Us $700 per Cu. in to Us $630; 40-49 cm diameter logs
decreased from about Us I 000 per Cu, in to Us $980. This
dropis generally attributed to the weak demand for furniture
and other joinery products in the export market.
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A large shipment of some 6000 Cu. in to Saudi Arabia is
expected soon.

International Sawnwood Prices
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The Malaysian ringgit plunged to new lows recently and
affected other Southeast Asian currencies with weakness,

The ringgit hit a new all-timelow of 3.1 to the dollar. The
Thai baht hit a new offshore low of 36.40, ^fter closing at
35,751ast week, due to a spillover from the ringgit's
weakness.

The Indonesian nipiali~fell'to as, low as 3,040 to the dollar
from last week's close of^, 9$10, largely because of the side-
effects of the ringgit's-fall, buff, as been inching up.

ratw@" provi" e'@Ichi""
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Millers are reporting high stocks res!11ting from a slow down
in the IOC41 economy. Interest rates are at around 45-50%.
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International Plywood and Veneers Prices
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APKINDO predicts that the plywood exports to South Korea
this year will drop by as much as 40 % following the
depreciation of the won against the Us Dollar. Trade
statistics show that Indonesia exported about 0.5 million
Cu. in and 0.65 million Cu. in of plywood to South Korea in
1996 and 1995 respectively.
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Irispite of a scarcity of veneer logs yet another company is
installing a veneer line.
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MCIcysi",, Plywood

The Malaysian plywood industry has been adversely
affected by poor demand in the Asian region. The Sarawak
Timber Association (STA) has reported that China was
hardly buying now because its domestic production had
increased. China used to buy about 12.5 per cent of the
world's tropical hardwood plywood estimated at about 12
million Cu in per year. Now it is reported to be buying
more veneer from neighbouring countries to combine with
softwood to produce plywood.

Domestic Plywood Prices

Brazil

South Korea has also reduced its plywood imports due to
its weakened economy however buying by Japan was still
reported Iy strong. 11'16 STA reported that the forecast of
increased demand in Japan had not materialized.
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Furniture, Parts and Coinpomemts
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Innovest Berhad of Malaysia has entered into an agreement
with Simpex and Property Ltd. to acquire a timber
concession covering 644,000 ha in the central-southern-
eastern provinces of Carriero0n, the deal is said to be worth
Us $4 million. The concession is for 15 years with a
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possibility for extension by another 15 years' Under the
agreement the initial and maximum extraction rate is
500,000 Cu, in. With the agreement the concession will
ensure uninterrupted supply of logs for Innovest's
downstream operations.
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Ghana exports very smallquantities of added value products Report From Japan
mainly finger jointed products, mouldings and some
furniture parts. Exports of doors, furniture and frames for
windows and doors to West African countries is on the

increase, Manufacturers in this sector complain that their
industry is often neglected by the authorities.
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kelpj, tom of plywoodS, ""d"r's

A revision of JAS for plywood for concrete fomiing and
structural use was announced in August. The purpose of
the revision is to meetcover plywood partly or wholly made
of softwood and it came into effect on 5th September 1997.
Existing grading is to remain effective until5th November
The thickness of the f;, ce veneer is changed from 1.5 - 2.8
millimeter to 1.0 - 3.2 millimeter, The number of ply is
stated at three and more down from five and more. The

percentage thickness of face veneer is also changed from
40 to 60 percent to 30 to 70 percent. As to emissions of
fomialdehyde from plywood, three standards F I , F2 and
F3 are defined following those for standard plywood.

V01.2 No. 18 September 1997

PC, tidebo"rdr", ports "^,

Imports of particleboard, OSB and MDF have increased,
Imports of particleboard increased by 82 percent and MDF
imports are up 12 percent. Imports of reconstituted board
from Canada and the Us amounted to 133,000 Cu. in, this is
55 percent more than the same period last year.

8 Tropical Timber Market lnfonnation
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So"the@s, ,41st"" Log M"rke,

Markets for Southeast Asian logs have, in general, been
weakening. Plywood markets remain dull after the nomial
midsummer holidays. Buying of smallvolumes is the nomi.
Import costs are not going down as the Yen is weaken.
Exporter prices are weakening, Meranti regular logs are at
Us$188 per Cu. in, SQ and up, FOB. At the present Yen
rates, importers are reporting import costs are above present
market prices in Japan. Exporter prices for small Merenti
logs are Us$160-165 per Cu. in, which is also reported as
above present market prices.

Siro"g Sqft, "@odfmpor, s

Arrivals of European softwood lumber in July totalled
205,138 Cu. in, the higliest figure so forthis year and arrivals
remain heavy.

plywood

Plywood markets remain weak. Exporters and wholesalers
expected a recovery of markets after the long midsummer
holidays. Although imports of plywood are down, current
levels of imports are stillheavyin relation to consumption
and supply in general is said to be heavy. The weak market
is expected to remain slow for the balance of the year.

The demand for half"inch plywood is unfavorable as public Other News From Japan
construction and housing starts are down. Prices for
domestically produced softwood plywood are at the bottom,
Dumping prices have disappeared and domestic
manufacturers have reduced production sharply. HalfLinch
plywood is sold at around Yen 950 per sheet for structural
use and Yen 850 for underlayinent use. Medium thickness
plywood of 4 min is sold at Yen490-500 per sheet and 5.5
mm at around Yen 600 per sheet,
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The markets for particleboard and medium-density-
fiberboard in Japan are expanding and there are number of
new plants beginning operation this year and early nextyear
in Japan and overseas where Japanese companies invested.

V01.2 No. 18 September 1997

Hokushinin Osaka, the largest producer of medium~density-
fiberboard, will start production of First Board at its Star
Wood Australia in George Town, Tasmania. Annual
production capacity of 250 thousand cubic meters will be
the largest in the world as one production line.

Samling Fiberboard in Baram, Sarawak, Malaysia started
production of MDF in September. The company is owned
55 percent by Samling, 30 percent by Nissho Iwai
Corporation and 15 percent by Dai Nippon Ink & Chemicals
Inc. Investrnent amounts to Yen 8 billion for a designed
annual production capacity of 100,000 Cu. in. About 85
percent of production is to export to the Japanese market.
Samling Fiberboard will be the second largest MDF
producer in Sarawak, Malaysia following Daiken Sarawak.

125,000

6,900\I

Tropical Timber Marketlnfonnation
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With regard to particleboard, a large project is underway Report From China
in Japan after a long absence. Nippon Novopan in Sakai,
Osaka prefecture, will start production of First Board,
designed annual production capacity is 120,000 tons in late
October at its plant at Tuskuba, Ibaraki prefecture.

Okura Kogyo in Marugame will restart production of
particleboard after one year close down, it will produce
84,000 tons per annum.
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China-Malaysi" Join, -,"e",,, re

In June 1997, the Malaysian government made a formal
decision that the Golden Lion Group Corporation could
proceed with plans to build a pulp and paper mill in Malaysia
and utilise forest landjointly with Chinese enterprises.

According to reports two companies will be fbnned one to
focus on the raw material supply and the other on pulp and
paper production. For the raw material supply, forest based
company, Malaysia takes 60% shares and China 40%, In
the pulp and paper production enterprise, Malaysia takes
40% shares and China 6070. The two companies share one
management group and the investment is put together and
wholly provided by China. The two companies will sign a
long-term contract to ensure raw materials being supplied
steadily. It is estimated that the total investrnent will reach
Us$ 1.8 billion.

N"item"!Payer f, ,dust, y Mee, i"g

A national meeting on paper, sponsored by the Headquarters
of Light Industry Committee of China, was held in Wuning,
He bei province. During the meeting, the issues facing the
industry and possible solutions in order to meet the goals of
the Ninth Five-year Plan and Objectives in 2010 in the
Paper making Industry were discussed and analyzed, To
reduce any further risks of pollution advice on alkali-
recycling measures were provided.
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It is said that China's production and import of the paper
and paperboard was 24.8 million tons and 4.5 million tons
respectively in 1996. During the period from January to
March this year, the import of the paper and paperboard
was 1.13 million tons.
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Paper r"41, orts

According to the statistics from the Paper-making Council
of Japan, in the first half of this year, exports of all kinds of
papers to China from Japan was about 86,000 tons, which
was more than three times that of the same period of last
year. In the past, paper made in Japan was mainly exported
to Hong Kong, and now demand has shifted to mainland of
China. The export ofpaperto mainlarid China from Japan
accounts for 30.3% of the total in the period from January
to June this year, while export to Hong Kong is 23.2%.
Due to the high growth of paper exports to China, the total
paper export from Japan have increased by 91.5%.

10 Tropical Timber Marketlnfonnation
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Forest Pin"tatio"

In order to develop the pulpitidustry in Guangdongprovince
the Guangzhou paper-making factory cooperated with
Qingyuari County to establish pulpwood plantations. This
has been supported by Guangdong forestry depamnent,
Guangzhou forestry bureau and Headquarters of Light
Industry Committee. Investtnent is being provided by the
paper-making factory and this has been complemented by
county afforestation funds, The county forest bureau is
responsible for providing technology, protecting the forest,
preventing fire and controlling diseases and pests.

Prices/br f";ported Tropical Wood, ',. oof, ,cts it S"a, ,g.
foci ""d ECs, er" Cfoi"@ or"""/c, ,bit metre or per sfree4)

From EU, rope am Update on Italy

1996 turnover of the Italian producers of semi-finished
products for the furniture industry was worth ECU 880
million. Exports claimed a considerable share of this
production, amounting to ECU 360 million. The domestic
market (worth some ECU 550 million) is supplied, to some
extent, by imports which account for little more than 59'0 of
apparent consumption. Prices of semi-finished products
increased only slightly, by a modest 0.5%.

Italy is the leading European producer of components for
the furniture industry (accounting for 359'0 of the whole
European production) while Germanyis the main consumer
country, accounting for 33% of European consumption. In
1996 the Gemian production of semi-finished products for
the furniture industry was worth ECU 640 million, while
apparent internal consumption was about ECU 800 million.

By the end of 1999 it is reported that Ikea will double its
outlets in Italy. The company will invest L 350 billion to
create a network of nine stores, The openings in the Italian
northern regions could be followed by other ones in the
South, especially in the urban areas of Palerino, Naples and
Ban. Ikea is also planning to open a new establishment in
the Tuscany region.
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Solid Woode" Doors
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edi"",,',. ice, IP'"!""t

Kitchen a"CMe

"^, per Price, Wad"", edge 81"ed
80xJ60cm Lir" 3,242,000

Meat"in Price, I'd",, t edge gined
80xf6@cm Lire 2,969,000

Lowest Price, 0@\,,'"foul
80x12"cm

Lowest Price, Pine
80xr4@cm

Lira I72,000 11
Lire 43,000

Ltr" 675,000
Lir"448,050

Lit" 380, @00 it

Dining T"61e
L, ,per Price, Wall, ,,, e, ^, e 81"ed
90n8@cm Lire 4,163,640
Medi"", Price, I'd"", edge gined

Lira 2,976,70090x16@cm

Lowest ,'h. ,be, Beecl, Cherry 11""","t
Lire Z, Zoo, @@@ \I9th180c",

Lira 320, @00 \I

Other "ews/FOM E'"rope

Lire 299, @@'

The 63 furniture stores of the Mobel Unger chain will
become independent finns, The Geman chain (DM 1.23
billion of gross turnover in 1996) was sold by Metro to a
group of investors last May, and is stillin the red: its stores
will be sold to regional companies as from July 1997.

V01.2 No. 18 September 1997

Ikea will lower its prices by 6-8% in Sweden, with the aim
to counter the efforts of its competitors: certain products,
like sofas, might register a 50% decrease. Ikea Svenska's
sales increased by I O% this year and the company expects
a similar growth in 1998.

In the fiscal year ending 26 April 1997 Uno, a UK furniture
company, registered a decrease in pre-tax profits down to
Stg 862,000 from Stg 1.06 million in the previous year.
The result is due to expenses incurred by the company's
1996 notation and its acquisition of the UK chain World of
Leather (which is recording a strong performance).

Assmarm Ladenbau, the shop fittings inariuf;ICturer based
in Leibnitz, is planning a capital increase which should take
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place this autumn. The fresh capital will be used to expand
Assmann's activities in Eastern European countries, mainly
Czech Republic, Hungary and SIovak Republic. The
company, which registered a profit of Sch 17 million in 1996
on sales of Sch 437 million, is already present in Croatia and
Slovenia.

Us Report

The American Market for Cane Furniture

Rattan is used to produce a variety of furniture and styles. In
North America, casual furniture stands out as the most widely
seen application. This includes casual dining room furniture,
chairs, sol^s, loveseats, chaises, and swings. Occasional/
accent tables and accessory items - such as magazine racks
and baskets - are also often produced from rattan. Less
frequent applications are bedroom furniture, but dressers and
chests are sometimes made of this material. In the Us the
use of rattan for formal dining room furniture is rare.

Rattan is associated with a warm and sunny environment, it
is widely used in sunrooms. It is much more popular in the
southern states and in California than in the colder northern
regions.

With the buoyant Us economy, consumers are
increasingly looking for designer oriented styles and are
prepared for higher prices. There is also a clear trend
toward the use of "mixed media" combining rattan with
metal, glass and other materials. The use of metal frames
makes the furniture more affordable.

The production of rattan and wicker furniture is very labor
intensive. This explains why virtually no rattan furniture
is produced in North America and other countries with
higli labour costs. The only use of unprocessed rattan in
the Us is for repair purposes,

Indonesia

Us Imports of Rattan and Cane Furnlt"re and Parts, ,996

Malaysia

Philippinee

Other
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China & Hong Kong
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,, oI, .r's Id e n tlal
f" r" It" re

Us Imports of Rattan and Cane Furniture by Type

R .. Id . n 11a I F u rn 11u r.

Parts of Furniture .rid
S e at,

Virtually the entire consumption of rattan/wicker furniture The American market size, on the basis of wholesale prices,
in the Us is supplied from imports, predominantly from is much higher than import figures suggest. Importers and
China, the Philippines and Indonesia. Rattan is indigenous distributors add considerable value to the furniture (up to
to those countries, and the low local labour costs are also 35% of the CIF price), and their resale prices are marked-up
conducive to the production of rattan/wicker furniture. by an estimated average of 20%.
Malaysia/Singapore and Taiwan are exporters of small
quantities of generally more expensive and stylish rattan/ The cumulative effect of those price additions is between
wicker furniture, 60-65%. On the basis of these assumptions, the 1996 import

value of Us$199 million translates into a wholesale market
Most rattan furniture imported into the United States does value of some Us $322 million.
not contain much "accessories", such as cushions, glass
and other embellishments. Many importers purchase only The segmentation of imports by principal raw material,
rattan parts for assembly and finishing in the Us. It is reveals that the bulk of the furniture is made of rattan (89%)
common for 509'0 to 75% of additional value to be added to and only 11% is made of Cane, OSier, Bamboo or similar
the imported pieces. Typically, rattan furniture is imported materials.
by Us importers/distributors, only about 20% is directly
purchased by large North American furniture retailers. The segmentation by product categories shows that 46% of

Seats IR. .Id. & Nori.
R. . Id .)

the import value is household furniture (except seats), 45%
The freight factor for rattan is higlier than for most other is residential seats, 3% is non-residential furniture and seats,
kinds of furniture. While Us Cif-prices for conventional and the remaining 6% refer to parts for furniture and seats.
wooden casegoods from China or South East Asia are
approximately 15% above the Fob~prices, the Cif-Fob The overall American furniture market (shipments - exports
difference for rattan furniture is about 25%. + imports) - evaluated at wholesale prices - stood at Us $28

billion in 1996. In comparison to this, the market size of
main reasons for this fact, Rattan furniture is bulky as it is residential market of furniture and seats made of rattan and
usually shipped assembled. Also, the value to volume ratio similar materials stood at Us$312 million, or 1.1% of the
is higli for rattan furniture, making transportation a relatively total market.
high cost component in relation to the value of the goods.

The furniture market advanced at a compound annual rate
Us imports of furniture made of Rattan, Cane, OSjer of 5.6% since the beginning of 1994. On the other hand, the
Bamboo or similar Materials amounted to Us$199 million market for rattan and similar furniture remained stagnant.
in 1996 (CIF-prices). This was 9% below the import value As a result the rattan market has been loosing market share
of Us$218millionin1994. With the booming American from 1.35% in 1994 to I'll% in 1996. For 1997, we
economy, it is anticipated that imports will increase and anticipate the market share to moderately advance to reach

I. 14%.could reach Us$217 millionin 1997.
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Australia

Austria

Belgium
Bolivia

Brazil

Cambodia

Cameroon

Canada

Central African Republi
China

Colombia

Congo DR

Congo, People's Rep.
Cote d'Ivoire

Denmark

Ecuador

Egypt

Fiji
Finland

France

Gabon

Germany
Ghana

Greece

Guyana

Honduras, Rep
India

World Value of the Us Dollar 26th September 1997

13796Dollar

I 2.34 I 5Schilling
36,205Franc

Bolivian0 5.29

1095 IReal

2746Riel

CF. A. Franc 589.3

Dollar 13834

CF. A. Franc 589.3

8285Yuan

1246Peso

NewZaire 117500

CF. A. Franc 589.3

CF. A. Franc 589.3

66775Krone

4/24SIIcre

3 .399Pound

Dollar 14637

52499Markka

5 .893Franc

CF. A. Franc 589.3

17538Mark

2205CGdi

Drachma 27779

142.5Dollar

13.18Lempira
36.2Rupee

Indonesia

Ireland

Italy

Japan

Korea, Rep. of
Liberia

Malaysia

Myanmar

Nepal
Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway
Panama

Papua New Guinea
Peru

Philippines

Portugal
Russian Fed.

Spain
Sweden

Switzerland

Thailand

Togo, Rep.

Trinadad and To bago

United Kingdom
Venezuala

EU

Rupiah
punt

Lira

Yen

Won

Dollar

Ringgit

Kyat

Rupee
Guilder

NZ Dollar

Krone

Balboa

Kina

New Sol

Peso

ESCudO

Ruble

Pesata

Krona

Franc

Baht

CF. A. Fran

Dollar

Pound

Bolivar

ECU

3120

06949

17 13.955

120.77

914.85

31335

6323

56.95

1.79

15587

70843

14556

26605

33.5

178.55

5866

148.096

74947

14483

35.15

589.3

6145

06222

497.65
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*

This Market Service can be accessed on the ITTO Internet Home Page at

inttp://WWW. it10.0r. ip

It is also freely available by E-mail.
To be in duded on our E-mail mailing list please send your E-mail address to:

injadams@ino. 0r. ip or itto@mail. it, 0"unet. oc"., leip
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